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Glass 1000

Imagine a phone that changes  
the way you work, communicate and 
collaborate, a phone that gives you 
access to the latest business  
applications. 

Glass 1000 delivers with features like one-touch calling and 
instant computer screen sharing, a phone that integrates 
your Outlook contacts and CRM systems. introducing Glass, 
the only smart IP phone that combines the usability and 
universality of the Android platform with superb design and 
rich enterprise telephony.

 Smart UI For Powerful Call Management
The elegantly simple and smart user interface provides easy 
access to advanced telephony features and business-focused 
applications. From looking up a contact, to conference calling, 
to browsing in the applications store, with Glass it’s just one 
touch away.

 Rich Experience with HD Audio
Glass offers superior audio quality. It utilizes wideband speech 
codecs, which sample audio at 16 KHz instead of the standard 
8 KHz, thus doubling the bandwidth for communications and 
significantly elevating voice quality. 

 Simple Deployments
It has never been easier to deploy a SIP based VoIP phone 
than with Glass. From the initial set up and configuration to 
auto provisioning, Glass is designed to save your business 
time and money. With dual sensing switched Ethernet ports, 
your company can avoid additional wiring costs and leverage 
existing bandwidth to start taking greater advantage of your 
on premise or hosted VoIP services.

 Business Applications
The rapid growth of the Android OS and the Android Market-
place has demonstrated the incredible value of users being 
able to download applications and configure their phone to 
suit their needs. And with Google behind Android, you can 
have the confidence that your investment will continue to get 
better over time.

  Up to 6 lines with call appearances
  Large 8.9” Color Touch Screen LCD
  Engaging graphical user interface  
 and navigation menus
  Built in CloudTC App Market
  Instant Screen Sharing app
  Integrated Salesforce calling app
  Google Android OS
  Android WebKit based browser
  One touch call transfer and  

     conferencing
  Call log with caller ID info
  Call forward/Call transfer/Call timer
  Do Not Disturb
 Programmable Favorites List
  HD Audio
  Broadsoft and Metaswitch certified
  Asterisk and FreeSwitch SIP 
      Interoperability

Key Features
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